GOT BOOKS?
Harmony. This is the central message that we write about. We've written several books about a serious insight or discovery into the way nature works.

Though we use playful illustrations, and also write books for children, make no mistake, this is a serious insight into the way nature creates harmony, harmony in relationships and harmony in systems and processes.

Want to align your organizations for more efficient, more productive and more satisfying results? Want to harmonize your interactions and relationships?

Well, with over fifty books to choose from, there is likely to be at least one that will provide you with some important enlightenment on that vast topic.

On the face of it, we, Cathy and I, Chris, are not very different from many people, in that Cathy holds a masters degree in elementary education and Chris holds a law degree. Cathy has done some teaching and I have practiced some law.

But beyond that, we have spent years studying a fascinating new paradigm and learning to write and draw, in order to share the message about harmony and harmonizing that we have discovered.
THE ANATOMY OF OUR BEHAVIOR SERIES
A SERIES THAT EXPLAINS A DISCOVERY ABOUT HARMONIZING

THE STAR CUPS SERIES
WITH SUPERHEROS THAT RUN THEIR MISSIONS FROM THE CAFÉ

and many more.
THE ANATOMY OF OUR BEHAVIOR SERIES

A series of books offers the suggestion that there are particular essential parts to harmonious interactions and relationships. Because the theory is so vast in scope it takes several books to consider it from various angles.

Creating Harmony
BKSCREA $11.95

Creating Harmony offers a fascinating way to look at what is involved in creating harmonious relations. It could be that there are particular qualities or behaviors and values that lead to more harmony.

Find out why these authors suggest there are particular parts to harmonious interactions and relations. It might just give you a powerful insight into how to improve your life and world.

A System for Harmony
BKSSYST $11.95

A System for Harmony – how much of our world can we harmonize? Can we harmonize our organizations? Our societal structure? Beyond aligning our interactions, we can align our processes and systems. Much as we “organize” our companies into departments, we can organize our processes and companies according to a better organizational model: that of the human body. See how you can understand any process in terms of a majestic model.

Sharing Values
BKSSHAR $11.95

With deductive logic and humor, Sharing Values engages readers on a journey to assess, and, perhaps, prove that certain particular behaviors and values are essential to optimum performance in the realm of human relations.

The story gives readers the opportunity to really evaluate where they stand on values related to being loving and being loved.
THE ANATOMY OF OUR BEHAVIOR SERIES

The Anatomy of Our Behavior
BKSTTHE $9.95
The Anatomy of Our Behavior is a light introduction to essential behaviors that make for harmonious interactions and relations. At roughly half the size of the longer works on the subject it gives a reader looking to get a quick look at behaviors and values a chance to get the general idea and begin working in their own lives at making a better world.

After we’ve considered the idea that there might be particular parts to creating harmony, we explore how we might apply the theory.

Your Company Is a Princess
BKYSOY $9.95
If there are parts to the harmonious behaviors of an individual, then perhaps there are parts to the harmonious behavior of a company and organization.

When we look at a company as a princess, we get a better sense for exactly what it might take to act royally. And at the same time act lovingly.

HOPE FOR ALL
BKSHOPE $9.95
Life, liberty, happiness and equality, these ideals we strive for. While we have the right to them, we must strive to bring them about. Doing so takes a better understanding of how they relate to our daily lives.

And so, HOPE FOR ALL tells a simple story to help us relate to them in our daily lives. It offers a provocative way of looking at some things we currently may not give much thought.
THE ANATOMY OF OUR BEHAVIOR SERIES

_____ over coffee
BKSOVER $9.95
Augmenting the books that explain the theory is _____ over coffee (pronounced “blank over coffee”). This book tells the story of how two individuals came to write a series called Star Cups. And it tells why they’ve coupled a serious message, about how we can create more harmonious lives and a more harmonious world, with fun and inspiring stories for children and adults.

THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

The series centers around a superhero named Save the World Dog. And the setting of many of Save the World Dog’s adventures is Star Cups Café. "Every world-saving day," says Dog, "begins with a stop at the café." One by one, children and adults are introduced to the superhero characters Save the World Dog and the Ucadoo Crew (pronounced you ca doo) as they go on world saving and lifesaving missions, missions to make better lives and a better world for all. With fun and playfulness, readers are inspired to do all that they can do and to be all that they can be. Read these comic book style stories and you’ll see.

Save the World Dog Drives a Car
BKSSAVE $9.95
Imagine where you could go if you let your mind run wild. That’s what this book encourages children to do. And children, and adults, sometimes need a little encouragement to imagine doing things that they never dreamed possible. This book helps open minds and hearts to possibilities with the friendly and lovable Save the World Dog. In an entertaining way, readers go really far... riding on a star with Save the World Dog behind the wheel of a car.
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

You’ll See It When You Believe It
BKSYOU1 $9.95
You’ll see it when you believe it, or you have to see it to believe it? Which one is it? Well, this story suggests that it starts with a vision. It suggests that if we envision it, whatever the goal, we can achieve it. That’s how we begin a journey to a greater place. That’s how we make a more beautiful, more glorious space. It’s in one’s heart and mind that we leave doubt behind. It’s in one’s vision that joy we find.

Star Cups Café, It’s the Only Way
BKSCUPS $9.95
This story starts out with gloom, with a gray sky... but soon readers learn that they can do amazing things and take things higher than high – and in the process, they learn why: Star Cups Café is the only way. It’s the only way to start a world saving day.

U-ca-be Just Good Ole You
BKSUCAB $9.95
Save the World Dog has stick arms and wheels for feet. He’s a character inspired by heroes who’ve lost their limbs in bravery and heroic feat. The story tells of how being different is something to be proud of. It’s the story of how to be tolerant and embracing, and how to act with love. There is no replacement for individuality, read this story and you’ll see how to make individuality your specialty.
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

It's All About You & What You Can Do
BKSITSA $9.95
Sometimes we think it's someone else who'll be the superhero. Or we think we're in the fight alone.
But this story encourages us to see that it's really about me and you, and what, together, we can do.
Of course, in the end, it's all about you - and what you can do.

The World Is in This Cup
BKSTHEW $9.95
The world is in everything we do.
Children may not realize it but so much of what we have is made with the caring hands of people from distant lands.
In this story, children learn, as they take a journey from place to place and space to space, just how wonderfully mixed-up a simple cup is.

Star Cups Gives
BKSGIVE $9.95
Star Cups Gives. It's about giving... giving with care, giving with the Star Cups give-a-dare!
Dare to care and see just how much Star Cups, and you, together, are able to share.
Star Cups Gives - it'll make you just a little more aware.
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

Cuplifting
BKSCUPL $9.95
Cuplifting, it's uplifting, of course.
Lift a cup, and lift a care, and see how much with
uplifting you can do and share. Uplifting turns
gray skies to blue and brings smiles that warm
hearts through and through, and unite one with
two.

Cup Up
BKSCUPU $9.95
Cup up.
There's man up, and woman up!
Hey, what else is up? What's up? The Cup is up. It's
an up cup, this Cup Up. Find out just how up, when
you read it up.

Coolgle Schoolgle
BKSCOOL $9.95
If you can't say it, it's because cool and school
often aren't said together. But then, there is the
cool school called Google, where children and
adults alike learn to seek and find.
And where there's an app called One Today, which
is all about being kind.
Enter the schoolgle called Google and it will
transform your heart and mind.
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

You're Amazing
BKSAMAZ  $9.95
Who's amazing?
Someone's amazing. Maybe it's me. Yes, it's definitely me. Certainly, I, Save the World Dog, am something to see, and something truly amazing to be.

But then, there is something even more amazing. Come join me and see something amazing, universally.

5 Star Care
BKFIVE  $9.95
Five Star Care.
It's about becoming more aware of how we can care more and share more.
How we can give more of what people adore.
Read this story to see how Five Star Care is really what we're all here for.

Startup Star Cup
BKSRTUP  $9.95
Startup Star Cup is a story about the importance of embracing start ups. And it's the story of a particular startup, you guessed it: Star Cups.
It's the story about how for creativity and growth, we, as individuals and society, have to embrace the artistic and creative side of life and of individuals. If we want growth, we have to embrace things that are new and different. With encouragement and humor, we start up!
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

Step Up to the Plate, It's Great
BKSCUPU  $9.95
There's nothing like creating a hit.
We can create a hit in so many ways, with great
works and great plays, with great ideas for
making great lives, great seasons and great days.
It's about how you can create a hit, and be a star,
and how you can send that ball really far.

Just Be It
BKSCUPL  $9.95
Just be it.
Just be what?
Be happy, be loving... and a lot of other beautiful
Behaviors.
And be liken it. Be liken what? What's that about?
Well, it's time to find out. It's time to find out what
just being it is like and why we all might be liken it.

Different Dog
BKSCOOL  $9.95
Sometimes being different is the only way to be.
When, for example, you see something that no one
else can see. Or, for example, when being different
helps you to be the best you can be.
Of course, we all see things differently now and
again, but then, some of us see things differently
nine times out of ten.
And that's okay too. It's great to be just good ole
you.
Come take a trip with Save the World Dog to see
how sometimes, some people see things
differently, and how being a different dog is
simply a great way to be.
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

Love Is in the Air
BKSLOVE $9.95
Love is in the air. You can feel it, here, there and everywhere.
Love is in the air. It's something to share. It's something to dare.
And it's something else.
Join Dog and Cat as they journey to learn about a love that bridges the cat and dog divide.

Love Your Fabler
BKSLOVY $9.95
Be abler. Love thy fabler.
Sure, we know it's important to love thy neighbor, but do you know why it's so important to love your fabler?
It has to do with writing and particularly loving-good writing.
Find out why you might just want to give your fabler a little extra good lovin’. And why, when you do, you’ll be lovin’ it, too.

Emphoward
BKSRTUP $9.95
It’s hard to be a superhero. Sometimes it seems nothing goes the right way.
That’s when it’s time to head to the café. Really, any time is a good time to head to the café, particularly as a part of a world-saving day.
Whether you’re a superhero with everyday powers, or a superhero with supernatural powers, the first step in making a powerful difference in the world is to empower others. And that’s what Emphoward has made possible with his world-saving cafés and his world-saving ways. So says Save the World Dog in this uplifting thank you letter to all those at Starbucks who deserve an extra-special thank you!
THE STAR CUPS SERIES
For ages 7-99

WhY
BKSWHY $9.95
Why what?
Why do we want to make a better world - that is the question.
This journey, with Save the World Dog, Cat and Ucadoo Kangaroo, helps children to think about why we do things, and why we want to do certain world-saving things.

Grace Together
BKSGRA $9.95
Grace together. It's about moving beyond the rat race to bring about human grace.
Human grace is about bringing about loving grace, elegance, and refinement of movement in our one world race.
So, c'mon, make some space for grace to happen, make a place for great things to happen.
Reading about grace together, you'll help join the human race together; you'll help get it done; you'll give us all the ability to say, in this race together, with grace together, "We all won!"

You Can Be Better Than You
BKSYOU $9.95
Who can be better than you? You can be.
We all can be better than we are. And we all can get ourselves to do more and go really far.
We all can set our heart to do all those things we've dreamed to do, and when we do, we become better than even our wildest fantasy.
So, who can be better than you?
Find out why we say the answer is YOU, you can be!
To make a better world a reality.
FOR THESE AND MANY OTHER BOOKS CHECK OUT CHANGETHEWORLDU.COM

LEARN ABOUT ...

- Essential behaviors
- A model for harmonious interactions
- Social responsibility
- Justice
- Values, such as life, liberty, happiness and equality
- Systems theory
- ... AND MUCH MORE!

All while having fun!

Contact us with questions and comments at changetheworldu@gmail.com
203-903-7650
P.O. Box 4124 Madison, CT 06443
We envision bringing these books to anywhere where books are sold but also to the café.

And so, with so many books, there's only one thing left to ask: How can a café roll out so many books?

As Lao Tzu said, "A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step." So, how would a café roll out so many books? One book at a time.

Well, if you're a large multinational café chain, evaluating whether to carry these books, there might be one more thing to ask: Will they sell? And the answer to that is: Like lattes.
TO ORDER:

Some of our titles are available on Amazon.

Other books can be ordered directly on-line at changetheworldu.com

Contact us with questions and comments at changetheworldu@gmail.com

203-903-7650

P.O. Box 4124 Madison, CT 06443